
Academic Affairs Restructuring 
 

The faculty within each newly proposed college will come to a consensus on the name of the college. 

Likewise, the faculty within each department will come to a consensus on a name for a department with 

numerous programs. 

College A: 

Biological Sciences (except Health Information Management), Physical Sciences, 

Computer Sciences, Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Engineering, and Mathematics 

Noyce-eligible Science, Technology, Engineering, & Math (STEM) areas are defined by the National 

Science Foundation (nsf.gov) to include majors, degrees, or disciplines based on its Classification of 

Instructional Programs (CIP) code. STEM majors, degrees, or disciplines are: biological sciences (CIP code 

26), computer sciences (CIP code 11), engineering (CIP code 14), mathematics and statistics (CIP code 

27), physical sciences (CIP code 40), or fields related to these disciplines (e.g., biological and physical 

science (CIP code 30.01), data science (CIP code 30.70), marine sciences (CIP code 30.32), mathematics 

and computer science (CIP code 30.08).   

STEM does not include agriculture (CIP code 01), business (CIP code 52), education (CIP code 13), or 

health professions (CIP codes 51, 60, and 61), unless these majors are coupled with a Noyce-eligible 

STEM major in a double major (nsf.gov).  

Therefore, Sciences (including biological and physical sciences, technology (computer sciences), 

engineering (mechanical and electrical), and mathematics will be included in the STEM college. 

 

College A      

Dept. Faculty Majors SSCH Awards 

Biological Sciences 17 505 13386 83 

Physical Sciences 15 138 11323 21 

Computer & Information Science 11 410 8796 76 

Department 1 14 547 7765 111 

     Electrical Engineering 7 203 3046 36 

    Mechanical Engineering 7 344 4719 75 

Mathematics & Statistics 20 51 19413 9 

              Totals 77 1651 60683 300 

 



College B: 

Art, Music, English & World Languages, Communication & Journalism, History & 

Political Science, and Behavioral Sciences (except Rehabilitation Science) 

This is the same configuration as the current College of Arts & Humanities, with Emergency Management 

and Rehabilitation Science removed and placed in College D (see rationale below). 

College B     

Dept. Faculty Majors SSCH Awards 

Art 10 279 6473 40 

Communication & Journalism 12 168 9882 58 

English & World Languages 26 244 29546 103 

History & Political Science 14 294 15090 568 

Music 15 174 4586 25 

Behavioral Sciences (-RS) 14 494 21446 174 

              Totals 91 1653 87023 968 

 

College C: 

Accounting & Finance, Marketing & Management, Health Information Management, 

Parks and Recreation (except Therapeutic Recreation) & Hospitality Administration, 

and Agriculture 

Business, agriculture, and tourism are major economic drivers in Arkansas.  These programs work well 

together and provide opportunities for growth in one college.  Parks & Recreation are crucial components of 

the growing tourism industry in Arkansas, with some Parks & Recreation students opting for a business 

minor.  Students in Agriculture and Hospitality Administration take courses offered by the College of 

Business.  Finance students in the College of Business sometimes take agricultural economics and finance 

courses.  Major employers such as Tyson and ConAgra hire graduates from both programs.   

Health Information Management (HIM) and Health Informatics (HI) students take business courses.  The 

future of HIM aligns with data analytics and information management, which are business disciplines, as 

HIM does not have a clinical component.  Growth opportunities also exist for potential joint programs 

between HIM and business, including stackable options such as a Healthcare Administration certificate.  

Employers in the healthcare industry, such as St. Mary’s Regional Medical Center and CHI St. Vincent 

Medical System also hire graduates of both programs.  For these reasons, students will be better served 

through collaborative scheduling, innovative programs, expanded employer relations, and career 

opportunities. 



College C     

Dept. Faculty Majors SSCH Awards 

Department 2 26 920 19356 207 

    Accounting & Economics 11 210 7833 43 

    Management & Marketing 11 650 10616 154 

    Health Information Mgmt/HI 4 60 907 10 

Department 3 16 449 8144 93 

    Agriculture 9 293 4734 58 

    Parks & Rec/Hospitality Admin (-TR) 7 156 3410 35 

        Totals 42 1369 27500 300 

 

College D: 

Curriculum & Instruction, Center for Leadership and Learning, Health & Physical 

Education, Nursing, Rehabilitation Science, Therapeutic Recreation, Emergency 

Management, Student Affairs Administration, Professional Studies 

Curriculum & Instruction and the Center for Leadership and Learning have natural alliances and a 

progression of degrees within education that makes for a natural fit, with C&I focusing on the 

undergraduate side of teacher preparation and CLL focused on the graduate preparation for leaders in K12. 

Rehabilitation Science and Health & Physical Education see synergies and potential collaboration and 

growth between their programs with Therapeutic Recreation as a bridge. Rehabilitation Science (RS) would 

be a beneficial program in an Allied Health department. RS prepares students for a variety of social 

service-based occupations through a foundation in client relations, industry-specific concerns and 

government agencies. In addition, the program prepares students to enter graduate school in a variety of 

allied health, mental health and disability related fields. 

Nursing does not align with the adopted definition of STEM. Accreditation, clinical experiences, and 

potential graduate degrees make College D a natural alignment, especially with the inclusion of Allied 

Health Professions and Leadership in the same college. Due to accreditation standards, it is recommended 

that Nursing remain separate from the other Health related programs. 

The original program offered by the Department of Professional Studies was the Bachelor of Professional 

Studies (BPS), a degree completion program. Over the past six years, the Department of Professional 

Studies (PS) has expanded its role and scope to also include the Bachelor of Applied Science (BAS), a 

four-year degree pathway for students with an earned Associate of Applied Science degree, and a 

discipline-specific, leadership-focused Bachelor of Arts in Organizational Leadership (BAOL).  

The Department of Professional Studies was able to increase program offerings, specifically in the 

leadership-focused BAOL, because of the academic credentials of its faculty. These credentials include 



doctoral degrees in Human Resource and Workforce Development, Adult Education – Leadership, 

Learning, and Organizational Development, and Leadership Studies (currently ABD). It is important to note 

that the faculty in the Department of Professional Studies do not hold degrees with a focus on Adult Basic 

Education, but adult learning and leadership development within organizations. The focus of “adult 

education” is not centered on adult basic education, rather on the teaching and learning practice of 

andragogy and its application in organizations. 

Because of the academic credentials held by their respective faculty, a merger of PS and Student Affairs 

Administration (SAA) creates opportunities for growth, particularly in graduate programs, in the areas of 

Leadership Studies and Adult and Higher Education Administration. The PS and SAA faculty, who are 

experts in their fields, have provided the academic restructure committee with justification for this merger. 

Following are examples of programs in Adult and Higher Education and Leadership Studies. Similar 

programs could be developed at ATU if the faculty expertise in PS and SAA are aligned through a merger: 

University of Memphis – Department of Leadership 

• EDD – Higher and Adult Education 

• MS – Leadership and Policy Studies 

University of Houston – Victoria 

• MEd – Adult and Higher Education 

Michigan State University 

• MA/PhD – Higher, Adult, and Lifelong Education 

Oregon State University 

• EdM/EDD/PhD – Adult and Higher Education 

University of Oklahoma 

• EdD/PhD – Adult and Higher Education  

Northern Illinois University 

• EdD – Adult and Higher Education 

Current curricular initiatives can also be leveraged in a merger of PS and SAA. Select coursework within 

the proposed MA degree in Organizational Development and Leadership (MAODL) from the Department of 

Professional Studies can be easily packaged with courses in the MS in Student Affairs administration to 

offer a master-level program with a focus on Adult and Higher Education Administration. A certificate 

proposal in development by SAA with a focus on online student support utilizes PS faculty expertise. 

Additionally, PS faculty currently teach in the SAA program (Dr. Lasker-Scott – Diversity in Higher 

Education) and collaborate on research (see Couture, Schwehm, & Couture, 2017, 2019). This 

collaboration is based on academic credentials and shared research interests that are focal points in each 

program, such as leadership within organizations, including higher education, training and organizational 

https://www.memphis.edu/lead/programs/hiad.php
https://www.memphis.edu/lead/programs/hiad.php
https://www.uhv.edu/education/graduate-degrees/adult-and-higher-education/
https://education.msu.edu/ead/hale/
https://education.oregonstate.edu/adult-and-higher-education
https://www.ou.edu/education/elps/graduate-programs/adult-and-higher-education-doctoral
https://www.niu.edu/online/graduate-programs/edd-community-college-leadership.shtml


development, and how to address and build diversity, equity, inclusion and belonging within administrations 

and organizations. 

Emergency Management should be in the department with PS and SAA in the College with Education, 

Leadership, Allied Health, and Nursing.  Emergency Management (EM) has established shared curriculum 

with SAA, Professional Studies, and Nursing.  Leadership threads through all facets of EM. EM and Health 

have always been intertwined, but there has been increased awareness with the pandemic. Building on 

existing synergies, there is potential for future collaboration and growth. 

College D     

Dept. Faculty Majors SSCH Awards 

Department 4 22 719 13081 206 

    Center for Leadership & Learning 7 152 2579 64 

    Curriculum & Instruction 15 567 10502 142 

Department 5 14 531 10740 120 

    Health & Physical Education 9 303 7118 51 

    Rehab Science 4 213 3622 68 

    Therapeutic Recreation 1 15   1 

Nursing 19 651 7731 130 

Department 6 15 723 13170 296 

    Professional Studies 4 422 4844 180 

    Student Affairs Administration 4 113 4687 64 

    Emergency Mgmt 7 188 3639 52 

        Totals 70 2624 44722 752 

 

 

*Majors, SSCHs, & Awards based on 4-year averages. 

The faculty of the Departments of Emergency Management, Professional Studies, and Student 

Affairs Administration fully support a merger of our faculty under a single department. A merger 

of our faculty creates synergies and efficiencies in three areas. These areas are: 

•  The merger strengthens the University mission to provide access to 4-year degrees 

for degree completion, 2+2 pathways, and alignment with degrees offered at the 

Ozark campus by maximizing faculty resources across the three units; the merger 

creates new opportunities for growth of 2+2 pathways, micro-credentials, PLA 

expansion, reverse-transfer, programs targeting working adults, and alignment with 

degrees offered at the Ozark campus. 
o Under the existing structure, the Department of Professional Studies does not 

have the faculty resources to expand undergraduate programming. A merger of 

EM, PS, and SAA increases faculty resources and opens up possibilities for new 

initiatives at the undergraduate level. These initiatives ARE NOT possible if 



Professional Studies remains a stand-alone department outside of the traditional 

academic structure. 
▪ The Department of Professional Studies as a single entity cannot provide 

growth at the undergraduate level without a substantial financial 

commitment from the University to create new faculty lines. A merger 

eliminates the need for new faculty lines for undergraduate programming 

while increasing potential for growth. If Professional Studies is kept as a 

stand-alone unit and there is no funding for new faculty lines, growth is 

not feasible. 
▪ With a faculty of 3.5 FTE, Professional Studies is dependent on well-

qualified adjunct faculty to deliver approximately 50% of required upper-

division coursework to its 275 students. This percentage includes the 

department's faculty delivering overload courses each term. Current 

faculty in EM and SAA are credentialed to teach in the Organizational 

Leadership program. In addition to placing Professional Studies in a 

traditional academic structure, a merger provides much needed faculty 

resources to support the current undergraduate programs in Professional 

Studies, as well as expansion of undergraduate programs in the online 

space. 

▪ The Department of Professional Studies cannot continue to fully 

participate in University governance as a single entity outside of the 

traditional academic structure. It puts unnecessary strain on PS faculty and 

requires time that could be devoted to student success.  
▪ The Bachelor of Applied Science (BAS) and the Bachelor of Professional 

Studies (BPS) degrees offered by Professional Studies are the primary 

stackable pathways to a four-year degree for students earning an Associate 

of Applied Science (AAS) degree. The proposed merger, by maximizing 

the ability of the collective full-time faculty, allows Professional Studies 

to enhance its commitment to collaborative stackability efforts with our 

Ozark campus colleagues. 
▪ The merger further enhances the goal of enhanced stackability by allowing 

Professional Studies to develop a BAS/BPS program coordinator who 

would also serve as a dedicated liaison to the Ozark Campus. The 

BAS/BPS program coordinator, by providing a regular physical presence 

on the Ozark Campus, offers the ability to directly mentor and guide 

Ozark students to an appropriate four-year degree option. This role is not 

viable under the current organizational structure. 
▪ By enhancing its direct relationship with the Ozark Campus, Professional 

Studies enhances four-year degree pathway options by creating a direct 

pathway from the Technical Certificate to a four-year degree (e.g., TC in 

Cosmetology (40 hours) to the BAOL-InterCollege: 35 Gen Ed, 40 

Cosmetology TC, 42 BAOL core = 117 hours). Students who desire to 



matriculate directly from a TC to a four-year degree may choose to do so, 

while retaining the option to pursue the AAS degree). 
o The EM, PS, and SAA faculty have vast experience in online programming, 

expertise in working with diverse student populations, and a history of developing 

and implementing innovative, interdisciplinary programs. This merger increases 

opportunities for innovative and nimble curriculum development to meet the 

needs of the state. 
o Degree programs in EAM and PS utilize Prior Learning Assessment (PLA). For 

EAM and PS, PLA can be demonstrated through military service, employment 

history, licensures, certifications, disaster experience, honors and awards, and 

volunteer service related to the field of emergency management and/or 

organizational leadership. A merger creates opportunities for the development of 

an enhanced PLA process, which can be a model for all University undergraduate 

programs.  

o There is a clear historical connection and current collaboration between EM 

personnel and the military. Arkansas has a significant military population, as does 

the region, and a large number of veterans of recent combat. Since transferable 

skills exist for military veterans, this could help counter the decrease in higher 

education enrollment in the ATU EM programs. PS programs also cater to the 

needs of active duty military and veterans. 
o A merger creates opportunities for alignment with degrees on the Ozark campus, 

as well as delivery of upper division coursework at the Ozark campus via face-to-

face and HyFlex modalities. Examples of alignment include creation of a Transfer 

to Leadership pathway from the AAS in Banking Services and the AAS in Law 

Enforcement to the BA in Organizational Leadership. For each pathway, upper 

division OL courses could be offered at the Ozark campus. For students in the 

Banking Services and Law Enforcement Pathway, these OL courses could apply 

at the AAS level to create a seamless transition to a 120 credit hour BA in 

Organizational Leadership. Similar pathways can be developed within the EAM 

program. 
o A merger creates similar opportunities to create 2+2 pathways and deliver ATU 

courses at 2-year college campuses via the HyFlex modality.  
o A merger creates opportunities for stackable micro-credentials and certificates of 

proficiency at the undergraduate level. Micro-credentials can be developed as 

both credit and non-credit offerings. Examples of possible micro-credentials or 

certificates of proficiency include: 
▪ Leading Change 
▪ Culturally Competent Leadership 
▪ Coaching & Mentoring 
▪ Crisis Response and Leadership 
▪ Nonprofit & Community Disaster Preparedness 

▪ Student Leadership Development 
▪ Emergency Preparedness in Student Housing 



▪ Student Leadership for Resident Assistants 
▪ Disaster Preparedness Focused Project Management 

o A merger creates opportunities for diversity-based curriculum. Collaboration 

across programs has the possibility of moving towards area studies focused on 

specific college student demographics. 
o A merger formalizes the existing partnership of PS and SAA in delivering the 

LEAD Minor. 

• The merger strengthens current collaboration and creates new opportunities for 

growth at the graduate level.  
o A merger of EM, PS, and SAA strengthens current collaborations at the graduate 

level. This includes shared curriculum at the graduate level between EMHS and 

SAA. PS faculty have taught in both the EMHS and SAA graduate programs.  
o A merger creates opportunities for growth in Adult and Higher Education 

Administration, including a doctoral degree in Adult and Higher Education 

Administration. 
o A merger creates opportunities for accelerated pathways to the Master of Science 

in Emergency Management and Homeland Security and the proposed Master of 

Arts in Organizational Development and Leadership.  

o A merger creates opportunities for graduate certificates and graduate-level micro-

credentials. 

• The merger creates efficiencies, opportunities for innovation, and potential revenue 

streams.  
o A merger reduces the cost of adjunct instruction by utilizing full-time faculty 

expertise across programs. 

o A merger creates curricular efficiencies with the use of common courses at the 

undergraduate and graduate level. 
o A merger creates opportunities to generate revenue through: 

▪ professional development focused, non-credit micro-credentials 
▪ leadership development in community, private, nonprofit, emergency 

management, and higher education settings  
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